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In 1930 Kuratowski proved that a graph does not embed in the real plane R2 if and’ only if it 
contains a subgraph homeomorphic to one of two graphs, K, or K,,. Let d(U) &note the 
minimal set of graphs whose vertices have maximal valency n such that any graph which does not 
embed in the real projective plane (or equivalently, does not embed in the MiSbius ban(d) contains 
a subgraph homeomorphic to a graph in I,,(P) for some positive integer n. Glover and Huneke 
and Milgram proved that there are only 6 graphs in 1,f.r’). This note proves that for ea& n, I,(P) 
is finite. 
1. Introduction 
For a 2 dimensional manifold M let I(M) denolte a smallest set of graphs such 
that every graph which does not embed in .M contains a subgraph home:omorphic 
to one of the graphs in Z(bf) (see Section 2). Let {I,(M) 1 n E N) be a partition of 
I(M) such that K E I,,(M) if and only if .K tZ I(M), and the maximal valency of a 
vertex in K is pd. There has been limited success in desc+ing I(M) or even I&M). 
The known results, for R2 the real plane and P the real projective plane are: 
Thewan 1.1. (Kuratowski [3].) I(R*) contaitas exac fly twn graphs, K, (the complete 
gmph on 5 vertices) and KS2 (the complete (3,3)-bi,?artitt? graph )4 
Thearsem 1.2. @lover and Huneke [ 1); M ilgram [4] .) Is(P) contains exactly 6 
graphs. 
Thewem 1.3, (Wang [6], Glover, Huneke, Wang [2].) I(P) contains at least 103 
gmphs. 
Other brief lists of graphs in I(M) for othder surfaczes have been published. Also 
‘/ollmerhaus [S] announced some general rl;sults in! 1969 which would imply the 
he~aia result of this paper, the proofs of theslz “results” are unavailable. The main 
it of this paper is: 
Tf~ewem 3.3. J,(P) is finite for each n. 
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Standard rc:suIts and Ihe pertinent properties of P are listed as propositions in 
Section 2 along with definition:? of terms used in tthiis paper. Section 3 states and 
proves the main result fr:im lemlnas which are presented with proofs in Section 4. 
The authors appreciate the acxcurate comments of the referee. In particular, this 
includes a correction of the numerical bounds on the maximum number of vertices 
of a graph in f,(P) (see Lemma 4.8). 
2. Fundamentals 
This section contains all the technical terminology and notation used ii1 this 
paper. It also contains several propositions each of which is either immediate from 
the definitions, or is a standard result of topology or topological graph theory. 
References ate offered for some of the propositions. All except one are stated 
without proof. 
A graph is a finite l-dimensional CW complex, i.e., a finite set of points called 
vertices and a flnitc set of l-ceils called edges which contain vertices as endpoints 
only, each end point a vertex; a graph has the topolo;gy of a CW complex. An edge 
in a graph K with endpoints ur, tr2 will be denoted [u,,. 0~1. The valency of a vertex v 
in K is the number of times tl is an endpoint for edges of K. A subgraph of a graph, 
K, is a graph whose vertices and egges are in K. A graph K satisfies a property 
minimally if # but no proper subgraph of K satisfies the property. A graph is called 
an arc if it is homeomorphic to an edge [ut, u,] ur’th ul # v2. If L, and Lt are 
subgraphs of a graph K then A is an arc joining L, to L2 provided A is an arc in K 
such that A 17 11, and A i7 Lz are the two endpoints of A ; also L! and L2 will be 
called disjoint if Lr 17 Lz = 43, or equivalently it LI and Lz have no common vertices. 
Finally a graph K will be calle’d connected provided K is connected as a topological 
space, and, for natural number n, will be called n-connected provided removing 
any n - 1 vertica (and adjacent edges) leaves a connected graph with at least two 
vertices (equivalently by Menger’s Theorem there are n arcs joining any two 
vertices which meet pairwise only at their endpoints). 
Notation. Let A C-Y be topological spaces. 
(i) X - A denotes the complement of A CX. 
Let K be a graplh, L CK a subgraph. 
(ii) K - L denotes the subgraph of K camposed of all edges and all vertices of 
K which are not in L. Note that all vertices belonging to edges of K - L also belong 
to K - L and that K .- L = K - interior L as topological spaces. 
(iii) K/L denotes the quotient space which is a graph. In particular, the vertices 
of K/L are the vertkes of K which are not in L together with one additional vertex 
denoted 1 L j_ 
(iv) The star of L, written s!(L), denotes the subgraph of K composed of L 
together with all edges with at least one endpoint in L. Again note that all vertices 
belonging to edgl:s of st(L) also belong to St(L). 
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(v) For natural number n, let K,, denote the complete graph on n vertices (the 
l-skeleton of the (n - Q-simplex). 
(vi) For natural nwbers n, m, let K,,,, denote the compiete (n, m )-bipartite 
graph (the join of discrete sets of sire IZ and M respectively.) 
(vii) K is called a B-graph (or @-subgraph of an,other graph) provided # is 
homeomorphic to &. 
(viii) K is a Kuratowski graph provided K is homeomorphic to k’, or I&. 
(ix) 1, is a k-graph of K provided there exists a subgraph L’ of K, L a subgraph 
of L’, such that either (a) L is homeomoqrhic to Kz..,, t’ is homeomorphic to KJV3, 
and one of the vertices in L’ containq 3 edges of L’ is not in L, or (b) L is 
homeomorphic to Kq, L’ is homeomorphic to EC, and one of the vertices in 4 edges 
in L ’ is not in L, or (c) L is homeomorphic to K*, L ’ contains an arc A in a cycle ‘In 
L’ with L’/A homeomorphic to Ks, and A is disjoint from L (see 12, Section 21). 
(x) A k-vertex of a k-graph L of K is a vertex u in t such that v E L ‘- L 
where L’ is the graph associated with L ir: the definition of a k-graph above. 
(xi) P(K) denotes the first Betti number of M. 
Proposition 2.1. (Euler.) If K is Q graph with n, vertices of valency q fur each 
ncttural number q, then the number of edges in k* is $ Xq 9 n,. 
Proposition 2.2. If K is a connected graph with ] V 1 uertices, 1 E 1 edges, 1 C 1 simple 
cycles, and if each two simple cycles in K are disjoint? then 1 C 1 = p(K) = 
E-1 Vl+lEf. 
Let R2 denote the Euclidean plane, S” denote the 2-dimensional sphere, and P 
the real projective plane. 
If X and Y are topological spaces, a (continuous) map f : X * Y is calEed an 
embedding if the corestriction f : X + f(X) is a homeomorphism. We say that X 
embeds in Y provided there exists an embedding f : X + Y. 
A 2-dimensional topological manifold is called a surface. If M is a surface then: 
(i) A C M is contractible in M provided there is a 2-disc I) with A C D C M; (ii) a 
cycle C C M is essential provided C is not contractible in M; (iii) I(M) denotes the 
se:& of graphs which have no valency 2 vertex and minimally do not embed in M 
(observe, each homeomorphy class of all graphs which minimally do not embed in 
A4 canttins a unique representative in f(M)); (iv) for natural number n, I,(M) 
denotes the subset of I(M) such that K E I,,(M) provided K contains a vertex of 
valency PII* and each vertex of K has valency s n. 
In HI43 ,following propositions assume hb is a surface. 
h~p04tM1 2.3. Gemma 2.2 in [Z].) P contains no pbr of disjoin! essential cycles. 
PHR~W&!~HB 2.4. (See Lemma 2.5 in 121.) ?f L is a k-graph of a graph K, and if 
q : K + .W is an embedding, then there is GI simple cycle C in L with q(C) essential 
in N. 
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As corollaq of 2.3 and 2.4 we have 
Ibroposiition 2.5. If’ L is a subgraph of a graph K which is disjoint frum Q k -graph of 
PC, and if Q : K -+ P is an embedding then Q(L) is contractible in P. 
Pmpsitbn 2.6. Let K be a 3-connected graph, let el, e2 be disjoint edges in K,’ and 
lt t Q : K + P be an embedding such that fur two components .&, CT2 of P - q(K), 
each is hom(eomqhic to R2 and each contains rp(e, U er) in its boundary. Then 
D, U Dz U Q (e, U e;:) is a MGbius band. 
Proof. Since K in 3*connected and er n e2 = $9, D1 U Dz U Q (et U e$ is not contrac- 
tible in P. Hlence D, U & !3 p(el U e2) is not an annulus and contains an essential 
cycle in P, sdo is a Mobius; band. 
Prs 2.7. If K E I(M j then K contains no vertices with vulency less than 3 
and K contains .no cycles w,?!r less than 3 vertices. 
Note that Propo-ition 2.7 implies that if K E I(M) then K is a simplicial graph 
without vertices of valency 1. 
PropositIon 2,$. (Set: Lemma 2.4 in [2].) If K E f(M), then each vertex in a cycle 
containing oInly 3 ve-tiees has valency at least 4. 
3. Main result ^ 
The sole purpose of this paper i: to establish that for each positive integer n, 
I,(P) is finite (Theore:m 3.3). We db this without concern for the particular upper 
bound on the size of the set m(P>. The results of Section 4 are assumed in this 
section. 
Tkorem 3.1. Let K E: I(P) contain Q O-graph which is disjoint from a k -graph of 
K. Then K c:ontains n.o more than 16 vertices. 
Proof. If K is not 3-connected then K contains a pair of disjoint k-graphs of K by 
Lemma 4.4. lif K is 3-connected then K contains a pair of disjoint k-graphs of K by 
Lemma 4.6. Hence by Lemma 4.3 K contains no more that 16 vertices. 
Thewem 3.21. Let n B 3 be an integer and let K E I,(P) be such that K 4~s not 
contain a 8 -graplGI disjoint from a k -graph of K. Them K contains fewer :han 
Or(2n - 311 vertices. 
f. Let L be a Kura~towski subgraph of K such that every Kuratowski subgraph 
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of K contains at least as many vertices as L. Then L contains fewer than 88On 
vertices by Lemma 4.8. By Lemma 4.11 there are fewer than 2(88On)(rl - 2) 
vertices of K not in L. Hence K contains fewer than 880pt(2n - 3) vertices. 
Theorem 3.3. I,,(P) is finite for each natural number n. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.7 K E I,(P) is simplicial, and if 
n a 3 then each K E I,(P) is a subgraph of the complete 
vertices by Theorems 3.2 and 3.2, Hence the result follows. 
n c 3 then I,,(P) = 0. If 
graph on 88012~1~ - 3n) 
It should be remarked that the aui%rs know of no graphs in I,(P) for n > 8, and 
know of no such graphs with more than 13 X&G for any n. Furthermore the 
authors believe that I(P) has slightly over 100 elements. It is established in (21 that 
J(P) contains at least 103 specific graphs which were derived from four graphs of 
-the authors plus ai graph of Robertson. 
4. Lemmas 
The lemmas of this section were used to establish the main result in Section 3. 
Briefly they proce,ed as follows. 
If K E I(P) contains a pair of disjoint k-graphs of K, each a k -graph of an 
associated subgraph, then K is the union of the pair of associated subgraphs by 
Lemma 4.1. Hence K has at most 16 vertices by Lemma 4.3. 
Assume K E i(P) does not contain a pair of disjoint k-graphs. Thus K is 
3-connected by Lemma4.4. K does not contain a &graph disjoint from a k -graph of 
K by Lemma 4.6. For such a K, a bound on the number of vertices in a smallest 
Kuratowski subgraph is foarnd as a linear function on the upper bound for the 
vaIency of a vertex of K in Lemma 4.8. A bound on the number of vertices missed 
by a Kuratowski subgraph of K is found as a function of the number of vertices in 
the Kuratowski subgraph and of the bound on the valency of each vertex in Lemma 
4.11. 
There are two fundamental emmas, Lemmas 4.5 and 4.9. Lemma 4.5 gives a 
condition locating a k-graph\ in K for K E I(M), M a surface. Lemma 4.5 is used to 
establish Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. 
Lemma 4.9 is a variation of the result which gives a bound on the number of 
vertices in a tree: in terms of the number of its valency 1 vertices. Lemma 4.9 
modifies this to inch& disjoint cycles with at least 4 vertices which are not valency 
2. Lemma 4.9 is used to establish Lemma 4.10. Lemma 4.10 is used to establish 
Lemma 4.11, the bound on the number of vertices missed by a Kuratows’xi graph. 
,I. L-et ,K E I(PJS let 1, C L: C K where Li is a k-graph of L: for i = f, 2. If 
LlnL2=0 then ,K = LWL$. 
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Proof. It is sufkient to show that L I U L1 does not embed in I? If rp : L i U L 5 -+ P 
is an embeldding, then by Proposition 2.4 (s(Li) contains an essential cycle in P. 
However qj(L,) fI cp&) =: 8 so then P would contain a pair of disjoint essential 
cycles, contradicting Propzosition 2.3, Hence the result follows. 
tentma 4.2, Let L, be a k -gruph of a graph K, and let L2 c K such that Lr - stL, is 
comected. l%en there is a subgraph L3 of K SN% that Lt U Lz C Ls, L1 is Q k -graph of 
Ls, Lj - st(L* - stL,) is conmected, and there are at most 8 vertices such that each of 
these vertices either is in three edges of Ll, or is in three edges of L3 but is rwt in three 
edges of LI U Lz. 
Pro& Le. L: be a minimal subgraph of K such that Lt is a k-graph of L i and 
either L ; n (L2 - stL,) = % or (L2 - stL,) intersects every minimal subgraph of K 
containing Z.+, as a ;i -subgraph; L; has one of 3 topological types by the definition of 
a k-graph of K. If Li R (,L2- stL,) = 8 then let L3 = L; U Lz and the result is 
im.Tediate* !f L i Cl (Lz - st&)# 8 then let SQ be the set of either 3 or 4 arcs joining 
L* to (L2 - !!ltLr) in L 1’ such that each &-vertex of L1 is in exactly one arc in .Q& and 
let La = L, U Lz U ( U d). Since L { is minimal, L, c L3 - st(Lj - st Lj) s 
L,u(&~), and both (Lz- stL,) and LI are connected, we have that LJ - 
st(L, - stL1? is connected. II L1 is a O-graph, then at most 3 vertices, one ir ez.h of 
the arcs in ~2, and the 3 k-velrtices of L1 and the two vertices cf L, each ial 3 edges of 
L1 are the 8 vertices atisfyiq; the conclusion of Lemma 4.2. If L1 is a K, graph then 
at most 4 vertices, one in each of the arcs in & and the 4 k-vertices of Lr satisfy the 
conclusion of Lemma 4.2. Hence the result follows. 
Lemma 8.3, If K E I(P) conttains a pair of disjoint k-graphs of K, then Ii: contuim 
no more &an I! 6 vertices. 
Proof. Suppose # conta,irrs a pair of disjoint k-graphs, L1 and Lz* By Lemma 4.2 
there is L3 C K such that L1 is a k-graph in I+ Lr U Lz C L3, La - stL2 is connected, 
and Ls has a,t most 8 vertices mch that each is in three edges of L3 but not in three 
edges of Lz. By reapplying Lemma 4.2 (increasing each subscript by 1) there is 
L, C K such that L2 is a k-graph in L4, LS C Ls and there are at most 8 vertices such 
that ;ach is in either three edges of L2.0r three edges of L4 but not three edges of 
&. Hence there are at most 16 vertices of L, in at least 3 edges of L,. By Lemma 
4,1, L, = K and by Propositi0.n 2.7 every vertex of K has valency at Ieast 3, so K 
has at mu% 16 vertices. Hencle the result follows. 
mma 4.4. If K E I(P) is mt 3-connected, then K contains Q pair of &joint 
k -graphs. 
f. Let V be a set of n vertices of K, where n = 0, 1, or 2, sucir that K is 
and K - st V is not connected. Let L be a connected compolnent of 
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K - st V. Let Kv denote the complete graph on V (i.e. K, is empty, a vertex, or an 
edge depending whether n := 0, 1, 2 respectively). Let Y = St(L) U Kv ; we RQW 
show that J is nonplanar. Since L contams a vertex and K has no vaiency 1 vertices 
by Proposition 2.7, each valency 1 verte.u of stL must be in V; since each vertex in 
L has valency in K of at least 3 and since each tree with a vertex of valency at least 
3 has at least 3 vertices valency 1, we conclude stL is not a tree. Let e be an edge in 
a cycle in st L ; st d - e is connected. Hence there is an embedding f : Kv -+ 
(stL - e) such that f Iv is the identity on V. If J were planar then for an embedding 
cp:K-e-0, cp)( R-sttjuflK,,) can be extended (in a neighborhood of qf(&) if 
+$(I+&)# 8) to an embedding of (K - stL) Uf(Kv) U.J = K 1J Kv into P which 
contradicts K E I(P). Nence J contain!; a Kuratowski graph. Since L was an 
arbitrary component of K - st V, and K -- st V has at least 2 components, disjoint 
k-graphs can be found in K. Hence the result foiiows. 
Lemma 4.5. Let K be a gruph without vakmcy 2 vertices, let e be an edge of K, iet L, 
be a 2-connected subgraph of K not containing e, let Lz be a connected component of 
K - stL, which dues not intersect e, and let A4 be a compact 2-manifold. If K does not 
embed in M but Q : K - e + M is an embea’ding such that q (L,) is contractible in M, 
then 
(i) K / Lr is nonplanar, and 
(ii) there is a k-graph of K disjoint fmm Lz. 
Prmf. (i) implies (ii) since 3 k -graph of K,‘L2 disjoint from (LJ is a k-graph of K 
disjoint from Lz. He:nce, it is sufficient to ,prove (i). Suppose # : K/&-+ S2 is an 
embedding; we now Ishow K embeds in M, .a contradiction. Let C be the subgraph 
of K such that p(C) bounds the component, D, of S2 - V(K/L, - st{L& which 
contains W({Lz)). Let CI be a simple cycle in L, such that V(C,) bounds the 
component DI of S* - tY(Lt) which contains ?Q{L,)). There exists an embedding 
f:(S2-D)~Msuclilthat~(,,=cpldanclf(S*-~)n~(C~UstL2)=~(CI)by 
the foilowing comments. First observe that *(Cl) bounds S2 - DI, alnd cp(C,) is 
contractible in M so bounds Bz! which is homeomorphic to R2. Hence there exists 3 
homeomorphism tr : Sz - D, -+ DZ U cp( C,) such that h!P la = 4p lR. Furthermore, 
rp(C, UstLz)f7 (&U q(C,)) = c;P(G) as follows. Otherwise q(C, U stLz)CZ U 
~rp(C’~) since L2 is connected. So for an embedding ho: D U NC (7 C+ D2 U 
Q(e I? C,) such that &&rp IcnC1 = W lcqc,, the mapping 4 IKILI-sr(LJ U
ha% lsrh: K --+ Sz is an embedding. This contradicts the fact that K does not 
embed in M. Hence if D = D, (equivalently C’ = 6,) then h is a corestriction of the 
desired function f I’n general D1 3 0, so S2 - Dt CS2- B and we need an 
extension of k to S2 -- D. Recall S* - Y({L2}11 is homeomorphic to R’! and by the 
Jordan curve Theorem there: is a neighborhood N of D2 U q (Cl) with N 
homeomorphic to R2 anld N n cp(Lz) = 0. Jl[ence there is a homeomorphism 
6 : S* - 4jb((~$)--+ N such that 6 IS’-D, = h and &#‘st(L,} - ${Lz}) C dstL2 - Lzh 
NOW ji lSa_D is 3 corestrjction of the desired function ft so f is established. Define 
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4 : K -4 M by iij = cp Jc,“stL* u f# jK,Lruw Sirm_ce (i) 9 and fi are embeddings 
whose images intersect at &T,), (ii) C, U stL, and K/L2 - st{L2} are closed in K, 
cover K, and intersect in C,, and (iili) cp Ic1 = f# Ic, it follows that $ is a well defined 
embedding. Hence the result follows. 
Lear- 4.6. If K E I(P) is 3-conrtected and contains a b-graph which is disjoint 
from a k-graph of K then K conta.ivrs a pair of disjoint k-graphs. 
pr&. Let K E I(p) be 3.connc:cteld and let L be a k-graph of K which is disjoint 
from a @-subgraph of K. The proof will be in two GWS. 
Cati 1. Assume there is a O-graph L in K such that Lo n L = 8 and there is an 
edge e in L containing both cubic vertices of L. Let LI = U {C C K - t? 1 C is a 
simp!e cycle, C n Lo -  0, and C = L - e or C n L is an arc}; that is, L, is the 
2-connected component of (K -- e ) - stLo containing L - e. Let Lz = K - stLl. 
Since M is &connected and Lo is connected, Lz is connected. Since both ends of e 
are in .LI, e n Lz = 0. K E I(P) implies K does not embed in P and there is an 
embedding cp : K - e -+ P. Also yl (L,) is contractible in P by Eaposition 2.5, since 
L,,j is a k-graph of K - e. Hence by Lemma 4.5, K/L2 is nonplanar so K/L, - 
st(LJ = Lt contains a k-graph of K/i& which must also be a k-graph of K since L2 
is connected. Now Lo C Lt, Lz fl L, = 0 implies K contains disjoint k-graphs. 
Hence, the result follows in Case 1. 
Case 2. Ass.ume for every O-graph L of K disjoint from LO, each arc in L 
joining ahe cubic vertices of L is not an edge; Iet L, be a O-graph in K disjoint from 
LO. Let vl, vz denote the two cubic vertices of Lt, let Ai, i = 1,2,3 be the three,arcs 
in L1 joining v1 to v2, and let Ui be a vertex of Ar, tcI e (v,, vz} for i = 1, 2, 3. If. for 
each i = 1, 2, 3, there is an arc Bi joilning Ar to LO which is disjoint from Lr -- Al, 
then Lt is a k-graph of Lo U L, U UL Br so K contains disjuint k-graphs Lo and 
L1. Hence it remains to complete the proof under the assumption that every arc 
joining A, to LO in K intersects LI - A, for some i = I, 2 or 3. Let e be an edge 
which is n$ot in L, but which has an endpoint u1 E interior Al, and let L2 be the 
c0mpnen-t of K -- st L, con t;aining LO. Then e f7 L2 = 0, since otherwise e U La 
WOUND be cormected containing LO such that As n (e U L3) = {a} and hence e U L2 
would contain an arc joining A, to to disjoint from L1 - Ai, a contradiction. 
owever, K E I(P) implies there is an embedding 9 : K - e + P, and yp (Ll) is 
contractible by Proposition 2.5. Hence there is a k-graph of K disjoint from Lz (and 
atso from the k-graph Lo C L2) by Lemma 4.5. Hence the result follows. 
Lemma 4.7. La K E I(P) and assume that K d&s not contain a t?-s&grclph dis@int 
from a k-graph of K. Let 15 E I(R*) and Zet f : L -+ K be an embedding. Let et, es bea 
disjoint edges of L and asslume a~? is a ser of m pairwise dis@int arcs on K joining f(e,) 
f (ez) which are dis@inrr from f (L - (e, U ez)). Tbtvt m e 10. 
Assume ~2 contains El arcs ;snd seek a contra &on. Let eO be an 
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edge in Ad sld whelre Ao (1 f(e,) is in the component Iof f(L) - 
U {st(A n f(et)) 1 Ao # A E d) which contains f(e$. If 3 of the arcs in d intersect 
a connected component B of K - stf(L), then (st.B) U f(e,) contains a &graph 
which is disjoint from a k-graph in f(L - et), contradicting the hypothesis. Either 
e. = & or ea f7 B # 0 for a connected component 13 of K - stf(L) and there is at 
most one AE99 such that A#Ao and AN?#Q. Let u>:K-e,-+P be an 
embedd:ng, Exactly two connected components Dt, D, 04 P - qf(:L) have a 
boundary containing qf(er) so at least haff of the arcs in & other than A0 and A (if 
A exis&) are mapped by YJ into 04, U qf (el U el) for i0 = 1 or 2; let J& C: d be a set 
of five such arcs. Denote J& by {Al 11 s i G 5), Al n f(eJ = vin, and Al (7 f(ez) = vi2 
for 16 i g 5, and choose the indexing such that the order on {Q, f 1 G i SE 5) induced 
by the arc f(e,) agrees with the order induced by the natural order of the indices. 
Since Del E R” and el f e2, the order on {L)~~ 1 i =G i G 5) induced by the arc f(e2) also 
agrees with the order induced by the indices. Let eJ’.= [ujl, 03] be an edg,e in A3 and 
let 3/ : K - e3 + P be an embedding. Let D3, D, be the two connected components 
of P - @f(L) which have $f(e,) in their boundary. If L&, D, both have #f(e2) in 
their boundary then Ds U D, U #f(el U e2) is a Mebius band by Proposition 2.6, so 
at least 3 of {#(Ai)/ i = 1, 2, 4, 5) are in Dj U Jrf(el 1J e2) for j = 3 or 4; if J/f (e2) is 
not in the boundary of Dk then for {j, k) = (3,4), Jff(e2) is in the boundary of Q 
and (@(Ai) i = 1,2,4,5) C Qj U 3/f r[e, U e2). Let Lt \)e a 6-subgraph of f (e, U e2) U 
U (Ai 1 i = 1, 2, 4, 5) such that +(Li) C Dj U +f (el 1J e2). Let Lt be the connected 
component of K - stL, which contains f(L - (el U e2)). Observe that vJl E L, and 
either v3 = ~32 E t, or (o ( vJ) is in US, one of the two contractible components of 
P - cp(LI). Hence v3 and f(L -- (el U ez)) are in separate components of (K - e,) - 
stL,, SO u3 g5 L2. Otherwise, for one vertex u. of eo, there is a connected subgraph B 
of I;i: such that ( uo, v3} C B and 4~ (B) C I&. This implies B n f(L) = 8 so A> satisfies 
the conditions which defined A, a contradiction. Hence e3 U L = {VW, vt) f~ L = 8. 
So by Lemma 4.5 there is a k-graph in K disjoint from L2, and Lt f, f(L - (et U e2)) 
contains a @-subgraph contradicting the hypothesis. Hence the result follows. 
SWUM 4.8. Let ,I % 3 be an integer und iet K E I,,(P) be without a’ &subgraph 
disjoint f@om a k -gra# of K. Let L be 4 Kuratowski subgraph of K sw!c:h that each 
Kurutowski subgraph of K contains a# least as many vertices as L contdns. Then L. 
contains no more than (88On - 1800) rrertices. 
mf. Let J E J!(R2) and f : J-, K be an embedding such that f(J) = L. Let e be an 
edge of J, and ‘V the set of all vertices in f(e) which are not in 3 edges of L. Let 
(A, 1 u E V} be a set of arcs joining f(e) to f(J) such that u E, ,4% if A, n 
f(J - tie) = fl then every arc A joining f(e) to f(J) which constains v has 
A f’7 f(J - SW) = f&, and if A,, 17 f(S - e) = #il then every arc A joining f(e) to f(J) 
which contains u has A n f(J - e) = 0. No vertices tr in V have A, n f(J - e) = 0 
siace K has no Length 2 cycles, no Kuratowski subgraph of ,K has fewer vertices 
than L, and K is 3-connected with no &graph disjoint from f(J - e). No more than 
two vertices v of V have A,, n f(J - ste) = 18 since otherwise there would be u, an 
endpoint of e, and two vertices ol, t)2 in V with (A, U A,) n f(J - stu) = 8 SO ahat 
the k-graph f(J - stu) of K would be disjoint from a @-subgraph of f(stu) U A,, U 
A, contradicting the hypothesis. Let el be an edge in J - ste, let ul, ua be the 
endpoints of er, and let V1 = {v E V 1 Q) # A,, f7 f(e,) e {f(ut), f(ul)}). Observe, for 
each v E V,, there is at most one v’E VI such that A, f~ A&f(J) since otherwise 
there would be a O-graph in f(e) U U cev, A,, which would be disjoint from a 
k-graph of K in f(J - e), contradicting *the hypothesis. Hence for each v E VI there 
are no more than 2(n - 3) + 1 vertices v’ E VI such that v# try and A, f7 A,* n 
f(e,) # 91, since A, n f(e,) is a vertex of K iwith valency at most rr. However by 
mma 4.7 there does not exist a subset of (A,, 1 v E V,} with more than 10 pairwise 
disjoint arcs. Hence Vi contains no more than lO(2n - 4) vertices. Ear each vertex 
~3 of (J - i;te) there are no more than Z(n - 3) vertices o in V such that f(us) E A, 
since f(u,) has valency no more than n and fior each v E V, A, intersects at most 
one A,., vf u’ E V at a vertex not iu f(J). Now, .J - ste contains at. most 4 edges 
and 4 vertice: 3 V contains no more than 4(I0(2n - 4) + 2(n - 3)) vertices v such 
that A, n p’[J - +e) # 8. Hence f(e) contains no more than (8&r -- 184) + 4 vertices. 
.I cmt&ns n@ mar<. than 10 edges so f(J) contains no more thaji $$On - l$OO 
vertices. Hence the r(n,sult follows, 
Lemma 4.9. Lst L bit a connected graph with n vertices vaierzy 1, IU) vertices 
valency 2, M cycle containing fewer than 4 vertices, and ekh two simple cycles 
disjoint. TT+en L has fi shpk cycles, 0 G p s i(n -- 2), and no more thar)r Z(p + n - I) 
vertices. 
Proof. Recall that the first Betti number of L, fi is the number of independent 
cycles in L. Let m denote the number of vertices in L with valency at lleast 3, and 
the number of edges of L. By ProposititDn 2.2, p = I- (n f m) + 1 E I* BY 
Propositiot 2.1, 2*IEla3m+n so 2#322+1n-n, hence2@+2et-2am+n. 
Since each pair of cycles in L, are disjoint with at least 4 vertices, 4#3 g m, SO 
2n - 4 a m aad hence 6 s 3;(n - 2). Hence the result follows 
Zepnma 4.10, Let L be it graph with n vertices of vaiency I, no vertices of vulency 2, 
VW cycles with fewer than 3 vetiices, no cubic vertices in a cycle conilruining only 3 
vertices, and no @-subgraph. ‘Tihlen L has no more than 2rs - 4 vertices with valency at 
kast 3. 
f%oef. Without loss of generality assume L is connected. By splitting vertices of L 
there is a graph Er with no fewer vertices thian I; such that LI satisfies fh~ 
Lemma 4.10 and also contains no vertices of vaiency greater than 4, 
ch valency 4 vertex in two cycles, at least one of which contains o&y 
mains. only to show L1 has no more than Sn - 4 verti,ces. Let JR be 
~u~nb~r of simpfe cycles in K containing ~rk!y 3 vertices. If r~q = 0 then by 
CrarLs wifh bounded valency that do not embed in he projectiw phnc 165 
Lemma 4.9, L1 has no more than 3n - 4 vertices; hence the result. If m > 0 then 
form a brew graph L, Ihy replacing one edge [u,, uzlf in each simple cycle C c L1 
containing only 3 vertices by the lyI, graph ([ut, uc]-, [u<, DJ, [Us, ~~1) where it is 
assumed tr,, uzl denote vertices not in LX. Observe Lr contains n f m. valency I 
vertices and contains 2nr more vertices than L,. Also each cycle in L2 contains at 
least 4 vertices, and two cydes intersect at most at a vaiency 4 vertex.. There are 
more th.an m vertkes of valency 4. Let LI be the graph derived from Lr by splitting 
the valency 4 vertir:es o that each two simple cycles in L3 are disjoint. By Lemma 
4.9 L3 !MS no more than 3(n + m)- 4 vertices, so L, has no more than 3n + 2m - 4 
vertices, hence L, has no more than 3n - 4 vertices. Hence the result follows. 
Lemma 4.11. Let n 2 3 ige an integer and let K E l,(P) be without a @-subgraph 
disjoint from a k -graph of K. Let L be a Kuratowski subgraph of K contar ning no 
more than m vertices. 7%~ there are no more than 21n (n - 2) - 4 vertices of K not 
in L. 
Proof. Let E denote the graph derived from K by subdividing each’ edge e of 
stL - L, with a new valency 2 vertex. The number of vertices of K not in L is the 
number of vertices with valency at least 3 in E - stL (<L considcered asa subgraph of 
E). Observe R - stL has no more than m(n - %j valency 1 verti’ces. R - stL 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.10 bly Proposition 2.8. Hence the result follows 
by applying Lemma 4.10. 
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